
anthropomorphic analogy. What is more, he argues that the strength and persis-
tence of these generative concepts, exemplified by their widespread occurrence
in many historical and contemporary vernacular traditions, is likely to persist into
the twenty-first century, and can indeed also be traced in examples of modern
architecture. Significantly, though, he notes that this persistence does not imply
that the vernacular traditions concerned will not, or have never, changed. Like
Bronner, Marchand and Vellinga, Lewcock stresses the point that tradition is a
process in which innovation and precedent are dynamically combined and in
which, as a result, change continuously takes place. What does remain the same
though, he argues, is the underlying presence in the tradition of the generative
concept. Studying such concepts and their impact on building design, he
concludes, therefore is a promising area for future research.

A call for more research is also central to Isaac Meir and Sue Roaf’s
chapter. Discussing the performance of a number of generic house types common
around the Middle East and the Mediterranean, they observe how many people
will point to the vernacular when they are asked which buildings will be most
resilient in the face of environmental change. Vernacular resources, technologies
and forms such as adobe, windcatchers or courtyards are generally seen to be 
well adapted to local climatic conditions and are therefore often considered as
appropriate bases for environmental design. Still, Meir and Roaf note, such
assumptions are not always based on actual research, and the results in those
cases where monitoring of their performance has taken place have sometimes
been contradictory. Justifying the continued use of vernacular traditions on the
basis of their perceived climatic advantages, or copying them for this reason as
simple morphological emblems, therefore carries with it the danger of misunder-
standing the underlying reasons for their evolution, and ‘denies us the benefits of
re-interpreting (understanding) rather than re-using (copying) the technology’.
What is needed, they argue, are methods that enable us to systematically test the
actual performance of vernacular traditions and generate an understanding of 
how they may be upgraded so as to provide truly sustainable buildings for the new
millennium.

Briefly discussing the results of a project carried out by British and
Israeli scholars and students, Meir and Roaf present examples of such methods,
including in situ monitoring, infrared thermography and thermal and daylight sim-
ulations. They show how the results of the project have been ‘counter-intuitive’ in
the sense that the buildings did not all perform as well as generally assumed, and
suggest ways of improving their performance at realistic costs and with minimum
auxiliary energy input. Meir and Roaf’s chapter reminds us that a romantic image
of the vernacular in which ‘an inherent climatic suitability or superiority of mater-
ials and form’ is assumed is not the way forward, nor is the straightforward
documentation of existing traditions enough. What is needed is research that
critically tests the performance of vernacular traditions in the face of the chal-
lenges of the twenty-first century. What is absolutely vital as well, they note, is a
system of education that teaches architecture students about the way in which
vernacular traditions relate to cultures and environments, and that in so doing will
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give them a better understanding of how buildings perform and may be improved
so as to make them more resilient and regionally appropriate.

The need for a new kind of architectural education that pays attention
to vernacular traditions and seeks to raise awareness and understanding of the
ways in which vernacular knowledge may be integrated with new technologies
forms the central argument of Howard Davis’ chapter. Given the unprecedented
demand for new buildings, he writes, especially in the non-western world, there
is a need for ‘the education of people who can help guide the complexities of
building production in ways that lead to buildings that allow the life of people and
their communities to flourish, and in ways that minimize negative environmental
impacts’. In line with Meir and Roaf, he argues that such an education should
engage vernacular traditions in a critical way, taking what is valuable from the
traditions without shunning the application of advanced technologies to adapt that
which is not working. The result of such an approach will be vernacular buildings
that, combining traditional and new elements, do not look like those that existed
before the process of industrialization, but which will nonetheless ‘emerge out 
of the lives of people and groups they belong to’. Recalling the arguments of
Bronner, Marchand, Vellinga and Lawrence that tradition is a process and that
cultural exchange between traditions has always taken place, he thus stresses
the need to dismantle the dichotomy of traditional and modern knowledge and, as
such, again raises the issue of how the vernacular should be defined.

The contemporary system of architectural education, Davis notes,
which developed during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries out of a variety of
approaches, is not optimized to educate professionals in a way that may help
such new vernacular architecture to emerge. Assuming that professional
expertise is better than vernacular knowledge, valuing theory over practice, and
emphasizing the importance of ‘star designers’, it puts too much emphasis on the
role of the architect. Instead, what is needed is a system which teaches students
that buildings are the result of building cultures which include many actors, none
of whom have complete responsibility for the decisions that need to be taken.
Incorporating practice-based ways of learning and paying attention to the cultural
context of building, such a new system will educate architects who recognize 
the diversity of roles within a building culture and understand that professional
expertise needs to be separated from professional dominance.

A good example of a course that attempts to raise students’ aware-
ness of the importance of vernacular architecture and in so doing hopes to
educate architects who are more sensitive towards the cultural needs and wishes
of their clients, is discussed by Rosemary Latter. Noting that contemporary
models of large-scale planning and iconic high-rise buildings may be appropriate
to the global industries of banking, insurance and tourism, but do not address the
needs of local cultures, Latter writes that ‘architects with knowledge of varying
cultural contexts will be in a powerful position to influence and advocate 
sensitively on behalf of [such] communities’. Given the way in which vernacular
traditions dynamically relate to cultural identities and the environmental context,
a knowledge and understanding of the vernacular architecture of the world 
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can only be helpful in achieving the aim of producing more sensitive practitioners.
An inter-disciplinary course that connects such fields as architecture, develop-
ment practice, geography and anthropology should therefore be an essential
element of architectural education in the twenty-first century, she argues, and will
be vital for architectural students in tackling the complexities of the world today.

Briefly summarizing the approach and curriculum of an existing post-
graduate course in vernacular architecture, Latter offers a model of the kind of
education that such an inter-disciplinary and international course could provide.
Combining lectures and seminars that focus on the philosophy, theory, anthro-
pology and cultural geography of vernacular architecture with more practical
workshops, field trips and ‘live projects’ that encourage students to actually 
work with vernacular resources and technologies, and to make proposals for the
conservation or regeneration of vernacular buildings or sites, an education in inter-
national vernacular architecture allows students to develop disciplinary and
professional skills that will enable them to approach contemporary global archi-
tectural practice in a more sensitive way. ‘[W]ith an increasingly globalized and
industrialized building industry’ Latter (echoing Meir and Roaf, and Howard Davis)
concludes, ‘architects will be in a better position to assist with planning and
housing issues, having had some education in vernacular architecture’.

Vernacular architecture in the twenty-first century
In contrast to the strong and persistent academic, professional and popular asso-
ciations of the vernacular with the past and underdevelopment, the contributors
to this book suggest that the knowledge, experience and skills of the vernacular
builders of the world can still have an important contribution to make to the cre-
ation of the sustainable settlements and buildings needed in the future. As Oliver
notes in his Hepworth Lecture: ‘Much can be learned from traditional builders,
who willingly pass on their know-how and skills as they have in the past’ (Oliver
1999: 11). As a large ‘warehouse’ of know-how, the vernacular provides import-
ant opportunities to adapt modern, global building practices to local cultural and
environmental circumstances, as such enabling the creation of forms of architec-
ture that are more appropriate and sustainable, and hence better equipped to face
the manifold challenges ahead. At the same time, though, those same vernacular
builders may also have a lot to learn from the technologies, skills and knowledge
common to contemporary, modern architectural practices. Confronted with the
opportunities and problems generated by the process of globalization and with
the increasing impacts of environmental change, vernacular builders all around
the world will require new ideas and means to service their buildings in line with
changing cultural needs and desires, and to protect them from the growing
impacts of climate change and the increased risk of natural hazards.

It seems, then, that what is needed at the beginning of the new
millennium is an architectural perspective in which valuable vernacular know-
ledge is integrated with equally valuable modern knowledge, so as to enable the
development of settlements and buildings that are contemporary and modern,
yet which build upon the characteristics of local vernacular traditions and as such
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fit within their cultural and ecological contexts. It is only in this way that the cre-
ation of a truly sustainable future built environment can be achieved. Whether
one could, or indeed would want to call such a built environment ‘vernacular’
remains open to debate for now. What is clear, nonetheless, is that in order for
such a dynamic cross-fertilization of modern and vernacular know-how to take
place, an increased awareness, understanding and recognition of the achieve-
ments and significance of past and contemporary vernacular traditions is needed
among academics, professionals, the media, politicians, NGOs and, indeed, the
general public. Critically, it would seem that such an increase can only come
about through further significant investments in research and education. Though
the field of vernacular architecture studies has undeniably grown in recent
decades, research projects that explicitly address the application and use of
vernacular knowledge and skills in contemporary architectural practice are still
rare. At the same time, there is a serious shortage in educational resources and
programs dealing with vernacular traditions, especially at an international and
inter-disciplinary level, and in terms of the application of vernacular know-how in
a modern or development context. Clearly, much work still needs to be done.

The issues surrounding the value, meaning and recognition of con-
temporary vernacular traditions and their potential integration with modern
architectural practices are extensive and complex. This book does not intend 
to deal with them all, nor does it aim to provide quick and straightforward
answers, solutions or conclusions to the many questions and problems they
raise, or the opportunities they suggest. Still, the chapters address many current
and important topics that have a direct bearing on the future of the vernacular, 
and though they have been written from various disciplinary backgrounds, a
number of synergies in terms of approaches, premises and themes can be 
identified. These, we argue, should serve as starting points for future activities
in the inter-related fields of research, teaching and practice, and it is worth 
briefly reiterating them here.

First of all, vernacular architecture should be explicitly treated as a
cultural process rather than as merely a material product. Vernacular traditions 
are dynamic and generated through a continuous and dialectic interplay of stasis
and change, precedent and creativity, stability and innovation. This interplay
enables traditions to change while remaining rooted in history and place, and 
thus to remain meaningful in contemporary times (see Bronner, Marchand, Hoare
and Lewcock). Accepting this dynamic and adaptive nature of vernacular tradi-
tions allows us to expand the scope of the field of vernacular studies by
incorporating the emergence of new traditions (Bronner, Payne) and the way in
which existing, ‘traditional’ ones merge with modern building practices (Vellinga,
H. Davis). Furthermore, by accepting the way in which vernacular traditions
dynamically respond to the challenges of the present and future, it is possible to
envision more clearly the ways in which the vernacular may contribute to the
provision of sustainable future built environments (Lawrence, Meir and Roaf,
Marchand).
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Second, future research and teaching should stress the need of an
integrated approach that combines the perspectives and methodologies of differ-
ent academic disciplines and professions, and that attempts to deal with the
dynamic interrelationships between building traditions, cultural identities and
environments on an ethnographic and descriptive, as well as a comparative and
theoretical level (Rapoport, Lawrence, Asquith). Such an integrated approach,
which of course has been called for many times before, will help to identify 
new perspectives and methodologies that can assist future research in applied
fields such as housing, urban design or disaster responsiveness (Asquith, 
Payne, I. Davis). Incorporating practice based ways of learning and participatory
approaches, an inter-disciplinary perspective will be an essential starting-point for
a new kind of architectural education and practice that trains architects and others
involved in the provision of the built environment to be more culturally sensitive,
and to appreciate the input of members of other disciplines and, crucially, local
communities (H. Davis, Latter, Payne, Marchand).

Finally, and of vital importance, vernacular research and teaching in the
new millennium should be critical and forward looking, paying attention to the
achievements and qualities as well as the weaknesses and failures of the ver-
nacular, and shunning any romantic ideas about the suitability or even superiority
of the latter (Meir and Roaf). As Oliver (1990: 153) has noted, in nurturing such
idealized notions (still a common practice among many in the field), ‘we shall learn
little, and do little useful service to the advancement of building’. It must be
acknowledged that many vernacular technologies, resources or forms are appro-
priate and sustainable, but it should at the same time not be ignored that there are
also those that have failed, or that are currently no longer properly functioning
because of changed cultural and ecological circumstances. The challenge is to
find out how the accumulated knowledge, skills and experience of the world’s
vernacular builders may be fruitfully applied in a modern context or development
context (Lawrence, Rapoport, Vellinga). A long-established discourse dealing with
this issue already exists (Özkan); it now seems time to actively expand and build
on its achievements.

At the beginning of the twenty-first century, then, faced with unprece-
dented cultural and environmental challenges, it is only by adopting a processual,
integrative and critical approach that it will be possible to rid the vernacular of its
‘thatched cottage and mud hut’ image. It is also only by taking such a perspective
that it may be possible to provide the vernacular with the more prominent posi-
tion in architectural research, education and practice that it obviously deserves,
and to answer the question ‘is there still a place for vernacular architecture in the
twenty-first century?’ with a confident ‘yes’.
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The vernacular as process
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Chapter 1

Building tradition
Control and authority in

vernacular architecture

Simon J. Bronner

Introduction
Eminently visible, persistent and complex, buildings are artefacts people allow to
enclose them rather than to control in their hands. As artefacts, they therefore
bring into question control, human ability to create anew and alter the old. Bound
up with control is the issue of authority: by whose standards, by what prece-
dents, with whose skills, creation and alteration will occur. Since buildings
commonly combine a public façade with a private interior, control and authority
are often contested for the physical boundaries between public and private
space, and their social borders. After all, buildings rise above human scale, and
extend the social interaction that occurs within and around them. Paul Oliver has
argued that indeed, they are of a ‘scale and complexity that exceeds all man’s
other artefacts, demanding in many cases considerable investments of labour
and resources’ (Oliver 1986: 113).

Those buildings that belong to a place, that express the local or
regional dialect, are often called vernacular. The linguistic analogy of the vernacu-
lar speech of building and dialect is significant because it allows for comparison of
grammar and syntax, as well as style or manner of expression in material and
verbal forms (Oliver 1997b: xxi). It names a category of expression for the major-
ity of the world’s buildings that come into being without schooled architects, and
that in fact offer long-standing reminders of the labour and resources in a cultural
environment. Drawing on the root of vernacular from the Latin vernaculus, 
or ‘native’, these buildings tell what is indigenous, common and shared in a
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community or region. Vernacular identifies buildings as social representations and
links them to coherent cultural systems of values and beliefs. This point is evident
in Oliver’s influential definition of vernacular architecture used in his monumental
Encyclopedia of Vernacular Architecture of the World (1997a):

Vernacular architecture comprises the dwellings and other buildings of
the people. Related to their environmental contexts and available
resources, they are customarily owner- or community-built, utilizing
traditional technologies. All forms of vernacular architecture are built to
meet specific needs, accommodating the values, economies and
ways of living of the cultures that produce them.

(Oliver 1997b: xxiii)

The above definition apparently is an answer to the question of visibly
locating vernacular architecture in the broad global landscape. It emphasizes,
after all, the building as a text within environmental contexts and available
technologies. The last sentence, however, suggests another question of pro-
cess, for if buildings represent the cultures that produce them, then how is it and
why is it that they are produced? The answer emanates from the ways that a
people’s values, ‘ways of living’ and ways of building are transmitted and inher-
ited. In short, we are led to issues of tradition to interrogate the visibility,
persistence and complexity of architecture as a problem of continuity and change.
Considering tradition should allow us to answer not only textual questions of why
buildings look the way they do and why they are located where they are, but also
processual questions of why they came into being and how they changed along
the way.

Central to the explanation of continuity and change is the control and
authority by which ‘owner’ and ‘community’ conceive the public environments
they see and feel, and the ones they allow to enclose them. Those thorny matters
often carry a reference to tradition since decisions about the shape of the future
are based on the influence of precedent. Lest one assume that vernacular
architectural texts are static points on the globe, tradition takes into account the
balance of individual innovation and social custom in the generation of material
culture (Martin 1983; Bronner 1992, 2000a; Glassie 1993). Concern for the tradi-
tional in architecture therefore poses not only the question of what tradition is
within a society or community, but even more importantly, what it does (see
Riesman 1961; Shils 1971; Milspaw 1983; Glassie 1985; Rapoport 1989).

Tradition, transmission and creativity
Tradition can refer to both a cultural context as well as a performed text. Oliver
offers an analogy from linguistics of parole as the ‘rule system’ (or competence)
governing langue, the expression or performance (see De Saussure 1972; Hymes
1972; Jakobson and Bogatyrev 1980; Ben-Amos 1984: 121–4; Bauman 1992).
Tradition can be both subject and object; tradition shapes building and buildings
embody traditions. The common use of ‘traditional’ to describe building is a
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reference to the structure as an object within a broader category of vernacular or
indigenous, although as a subject all vernacular dwellings embody traditions.

If the vernacular implies a culturally based, generative grammar for
material texts, then tradition is a reference to the learning that generates cultural
expressions and the authority that precedent holds. This construct of tradition 
as a process of socially shared knowledge and transmission across time and
space is the source of conceptualizing a model of explanation in vernacular archi-
tecture. Oliver underscores this direction for explanation by suggesting usage of
‘vernacular know-how’ or the ‘faculty of knowing’. He writes:

within the context of vernacular architecture it embraces what is
known and what is inherited about the dwelling, building, or settle-
ment. It includes the collective wisdom and experience of a society,
and the norms that have become accepted by the group as being
appropriate to its built environment.

(Oliver 1986: 113)

In making decisions about building, tradition is a constant social refer-
ence, and in vernacular building, implies a certain force of authority. It is not equal
to ‘rule’, and in fact, implies unwritten or even unconscious codes of doing things
that foster variation, since a single tradition as it has been interpreted (especially in
religion) can spawn many versions (see Shils 1971; Glassie 1974; Bronner 1986a).
Tradition as a reference to precedent is therefore not fixed, and as a social con-
struction, it is often renegotiated in every generation and in every community.
Tradition as an idea invites commentary and interpretation, and negotiation of
allowable innovation, which might later become part of the dynamic of tradition. 
As Henry Glassie has observed, ‘Tradition’s detractors associate it with stasis and
contrast it with change, but it is rooted in volition and it flowers in variation and
innovation.’ In relation to control and authority, tradition ‘opposes the alien and
imposed’ (Glassie 1993: 9).

Just as the individual (or in reference to control, the ‘owner’) responds
to the perception of tradition belonging to the group or community and works
identity into this relationship, so then is creativity a necessary component of
tradition because the possibility of change is inexorably linked to continuity 
of form and process over time (Evans 1982; Kristeller 1983; Santino 1986; Jones
1989; Bronner 1992; Bronner 2000a). In Henry Glassie’s study of Turkish tradi-
tional artists, for example, he effectively viewed tradition as ‘the collective
resource, essential to all creativity, and in adjective form it can qualify the prod-
ucts of people who keep faith with their dead teachers and their live companions
while shaping their actions responsibly’ (Glassie 1993: 9). The linking of creativity
and tradition suggests a modern philosophy of the arts that ‘the ability to create is
not limited to artists or writers but extends to many more, and perhaps to all,
areas of human activity and endeavour’ (Kristeller 1983: 106). This broadening of
artistry suggests creativity as a social ideal. This ideal succeeds the Romantic
notion of art and architecture as the sole domain of exceptional cultivated minds,
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existing free of tradition, and as an expression of originality or genius that can
create something where nothing existed previously (summarized as ‘creation’).
There is not one capitalized Tradition in architecture in a modern philosophy of the
arts, but a multiplicity of traditions to explore, for tradition in its multiple, abstract
existence does not form a simple contrast with creativity. We may recognize
situations and societies in which the pressure to repeat precedent is strong when
tradition may be re-introduced or re-established as a creative contribution. In any
case, innovation is based on an understanding of precedents, many of which will
be perceived as traditional. Creativity and tradition are intertwined, and represent
the complex processes of humans expressing themselves to others in ways that
carry value and meaning. Tradition, in this view, provides a framework allowing for
choice and adaptation. It demands attention to form, fidelity to cultural continuity,
while inviting alteration and extension for social needs.

Tradition, choice and expectation
One of the assumptions of the vernacular as part of a modern philosophy of the
arts is that in the vernacular, tradition tends to dominate, by which is meant that
choices are restricted. By stating that there is a vernacular is to imply that there is
a shared social understanding of cultural standards, customs and norms. But
choices are nonetheless apparent in the performance of customs and enforce-
ment of norms. Geographer Yi-Fu Tuan describes the process of tradition as one
of ‘constraint’ rather than repetition. The question it raises is critical to the reform-
ation of culture: ‘Out of all the things that have been handed down to us and 
that we now possess, what do we choose, and what are we compelled, to pass
on?’ Tuan reflects that ‘perhaps what we must seek to retain are not so much par-
ticular artefacts and buildings (though we should try to do so in exceptional
instances), but rather the skill to reproduce them’ (Tuan 1989: 33). Amos
Rapoport picks up this theme in his effort to define the attributes of tradition in
relation to the analysis of the built environment (Rapoport 1989). While Rapoport
finds tradition associated with ‘conservatism’ in the sense of accepting the past,
continuity and repetition, Tuan offers the less politically loaded (and often nega-
tive) sense of ‘waiting’ in tradition. I prefer the idea of ‘expectation’ coupled with
reliance, implying social connection and trust, and as I shall discuss with some
native descriptions of tradition, a notion of security. ‘Dependence’ would not offer
choice, but reliance does, and the sense of reliable connotes the rationality of
being time tested. What is significant in the modern concept of tradition is that
the past becomes part of the present as a guide to future action. Avoiding the
word ‘past’ as well as its sense of a distant time, Rapoport considers the prevail-
ing question to be ‘what is repeated, through what mechanisms it is repeated,
and what, if anything, makes it meaningful’ (Rapoport 1989: 82).

Using the linguistic model of vernacular, we may think of tradition as
the local saying that gains credit by long and frequent use. Structured as a
proverb, the saying offers the wisdom of many expressed by one person, but
may not need a long precedent (Taylor 1994). Its wisdom is a result of an import-
ant aspect of tradition, social acceptance. As an adage, the saying takes on
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significance because of being transmitted, and tested, through time, and may be
used variously influenced by the performer’s perception of certain situations and
surroundings. Adage implies wisdom that one may choose to follow or at least
recognize, in contrast to the ‘maxim’ which is more of a rule of conduct. The
range in these types of sayings shows the way that tradition covers a range of
control and authority, and can become contentious for a community as a result. In
the modern concept, it is important to take note of the performance of the tradi-
tion, and observe that the tradition of the proverb can be customary, as in a
practice followed as a matter of course among a people or community, or by an
individual as part of the person’s experience and way of living. In this analogy,
builders can use forms and techniques that they recognize from tradition as
socially accepted and time tested, and residents alter and apply their experiences
in the house. To be sure, the house is not an utterance, and in its persistence as
a form and complexity as a process, it stands boldly on the landscape. It frames
experience and custom by providing a basic human need for shelter and symbol-
izing social existence. Sheltering people as well as symbolizing them, elevated
above them and enclosing them, the house can be a constant, longstanding
reminder of tradition, and often its standing in a culture.

Tradition as process
Viewing tradition as a process, then, an eye toward tradition in the vernacular
landscape takes in several significant implications:

1 As consistencies are apparent in any single time among buildings, the
question arises as to the force of tradition as a social construction 
in dictating the similarities. The understanding is that there is a per-
ception of cultural precedent by which forms are generated. In the
interrogation of tradition is revealed the process of learning or direction
from ‘tradition bearers’ to others or the socially shared events in which
tradition is invoked.

2 As inconsistencies are apparent in different periods, the question
arises to the forces in tradition that allow builders to change and inno-
vate. The understanding is that the vernacular, being rooted in
tradition, is less apt to change, and therefore when significant change
occurs, it implies major social structural shifts. Implied in this under-
standing is that communities perpetuate their traditions from one
generation to another in various, and often culturally specific ways – in
apprenticeships, in rituals and festive events, in family and community
institutions, for instance.

3 As variations are apparent in communities or regions, the question
arises to the communication of tradition across space. The under-
standing is that tradition diffuses in traceable patterns and cultural
influences. The implication is that various influences affect diffusion,
including geographic, social and economic opportunities and barriers,
technology and economic connections, linguistic connections from
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one group to another, political organization and self-perceptions of
insiders (what may be referred to as ‘identity’) and attitudes toward
outsiders.

4 As variations are apparent among the dwellings of different builders
and residents who have physically adapted the structure for their use,
the question arises about the dynamic of creativity and tradition in indi-
vidual decisions about the appearance of buildings. Implicit in this
question is the role of individuality within a culture. As tradition itself
suggests an ethnographic focus on the ‘performance’ or enactment of
a building, the question of variation often adds the behavioural issues
(i.e. based on personal, material enactments of ideas and involving
communication systems of symbols) of ‘technical competence’ (cultur-
ally developed skills and talents), ‘decoration and style’, ‘use and
function’, ‘arrangement’, or ‘aesthetics’ to the more textual methodol-
ogy associated with the comparison of form (floor plans and elevations)
and materials of construction.

In sum, tradition is performative, and in oral tradition can be traced to
other performers with attention to the style and variation of singers, speakers and
tellers. Indeed, with songs, speech and tales, tradition as a behavioural process is
frequently invoked because the performer is more apparent than in architecture.
It appears, in fact, that in uttering, rather than building material texts in situational
and cultural contexts, the performer is more in control of tradition in the shaping
of a performance (Evans 1982; Bauman 1992; Jones 1997). Part of the reason
that tradition as an explanatory concept has not been more applied to building is
that scholars typically approach the building as text rather than event or process
(see Glassie 1972; Upton 1979; Upton 1985; Herman 1985; Jones 1997). It can be
argued, in fact, that vernacular rather than ‘traditional’ became appealing as 
an adjective for architecture because it allowed the viewer license to identify 
cultures through consistencies in building styles without full knowledge of 
human mediation and customs involving them (see Bronner 1979; Heath 1988).
Vernacular allows for distancing people as agents of their own artefacts.

With tradition as a consideration in material culture, it is not just the
skill or procedure of construction that is in question, but the way that knowledge
of design and values is inherited, adapted and transmitted. From a textual point of
view, variation in architecture is assumed to be across space, thus lending itself
to an identification of types and the mapping of regions. The impression is given
that an organic progression, apart from the volition of human builders, occurs as
one surveys patterns across the landscape (see Noble 1984; Ensminger 1992).
But with more inquiry into tradition, the relations of self to community, continuity
to change and innovation to conformity come to the fore to explain technological
and adaptive choices that lead to variation or social perceptions and contexts
influencing change.

An important query involving tradition is the way that it relates to
modern pluralistic societies in which, as Tuan claims, individual choices are more
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abundant and innovation is encouraged. Although it may appear that tradition ‘is
lost’, arguably the number of available and emergent traditions greatly multiply.
Indeed, a complex issue is the changing nature of tradition within modern indus-
trialized states. Although tradition following Robert Redfield’s paradigm of the
‘little community’ and folk society is associated anthropologically with small 
homogeneous groups and a limited space, and assumed to be passively received,
tradition in modern society is still at work on a mass scale as a cultural reference
to a way of doing things or an appeal to the authenticity provided by ‘roots’ (see
Redfield 1947; Foster 1953; Redfield 1960; Bauman 1983; Kirshenblatt-Gimblett
1983; Sider 1986; Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 1995; Bronner 2002a). Because of the
perceived need to have tradition as a basis for claiming a cultural identity or
marketing authenticity (i.e. cultural tourism), frequently traditions are invented,
marketed or constructed (see Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983; Bendix 1989;
Cantwell 1993; Becker 1998; Tuleja 1997). Rapoport notes contrasts in the 
survival of traditional groups and products in centralized states such as France
in comparison to the diversity of the US (Rapoport 1989: 99). This survivalist

concern is understandable, considering the cultural historian’s worry about the
preservation of vernacular environments in mass culture, but the query that
reveals the dynamic nature of transmitted, inherited tradition, as well as modern-
ity, is one about continuity and change. The focus is on the creative choices made
as individuals perceive the external authority of tradition.

Representations of the dynamics of tradition in twenty-first- 
century America
By way of example of the explanatory project incorporating tradition to analyses of
vernacular architecture in complex societies, I offer a comparative summary of
three representations of the dynamics of tradition in twenty-first-century America:
seasonal construction of the Jewish sukkah, Amish community barn-raising and
Houston’s ‘recycled’ houses. I order them in their historical reach: the sukkah is an
ancient structure codified in a religious text, the barn-raising among the Amish
originating in Europe developed in the last two hundred years, and the ‘recycled’
houses, or homemade environments, date to the late twentieth century. With
each, the control that individuals exert over their environments in response to
mass society, and therefore the meaning of tradition, are frequently at issue.

The sukkah (plural: sukkot), translated roughly as booth or tabernacle,
is central to the Jewish thanksgiving holiday of Sukkot or ‘the Festival of Booths’.
It drew my attention because it is a holiday revolving around the construction of a
primitive dwelling, intentionally meant to be temporary. The building of this struc-
ture is an annual reminder for Jews of the exodus from ancient Egypt by the
Israelites. Every year, Jews are called to reconstruct the vernacular architecture of
the nomadic period of their history in the desert. The Biblical description in
Leviticus makes plain the purpose to reinforce the transmission of values from
one generation to another: ‘You shall dwell in sukkot seven days . . . in order that
future generations may know that I made the Israelite people live in sukkot when
I brought them out of the land of Egypt, I the Lord your God’ (23: 42). In modern
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American society given to the individualistic pursuit of wealth and materialism,
orientation toward the future and reliance on a service economy, the creation of a
simple dwelling and giving thanks for nature’s bounty for this time is supposed to
have a leveling effect socially and a humbling one personally (United Synagogue
2003). Even if a resident lives in a modern pre-fabricated house, he or she may
build the sukkah to represent the hand-wrought roots of Jews in the ancient
Middle East.

For seven days during autumn, five days after the solemn observance
and fast of Yom Kippur, many Jews celebrate Sukkot as one of the most joyous
in the Jewish calendar. As part of the Diaspora, American Jews consider the first
two days of the holiday to be yom tov, i.e. a major festival on which work is pro-
hibited. The sukkah is the major external symbol of the holiday, and inside the
booths, symbols of nature’s bounty abound. Also evident is its function to encour-
age close relations within family and community. The holiday is associated with
hospitality and the charitable spirit of sharing. Accordingly, it is customary for
Jews to invite Jewish neighbours and friends to share a meal in their sukkah.
Reinforcing this spirit, a symbolic ritual known as ushpizin is often enacted, in
which a blessing is read to mark the invitation to an ancient Jewish patriarch 
such as Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Moses, Aaron or David, to sit with the
residents in the sukkah.

Once considered an individual’s obligation in the East European roots
of many American Jews, through the twentieth century building the sukkah in the
US had been increasingly relegated to Jewish community institutions, including
synagogues and Jewish community centres. The sukkot of the institutions tend
to be large, often holding as many as one hundred people. Some orthodox 
critics consider this trend an undesirable result of assimilation and mass society,
as individuals give up their piety and treat the synagogue as a convenient service.
During the 1990s there was more effort, especially among the Lubavitch wing 
of orthodoxy, to publicize among Jews the need to restore the obligation of
household sukkot.

Few Jews I interviewed who erected sukkot consulted the Talmud,
the written code drawn from rabbinical oral tradition for the design of the building,
although it is specific on many aspects of the structure’s design. Their most
common explanation of their customary ‘blueprint’ was drawn from two sources;
participation in its construction as a youth, and the prevailing design of other
structures they have seen in their community. When they established families
and single family dwellings, they began to construct their own sukkot. Indeed,
building the sukkah most commonly is a family project; parents place the poles,
the father erects the walls and children and wife decorate the interior. Most
builders understand the significant features of the structure to be the dimensions
and the roof covering. The structure thus invites variation and identification with
the family who builds it.

If the exterior has shown more variation because of the use of com-
mercial products adapted for use in the sukkot, even more variation is present in
the interiors. Families individualize the interiors of the structures to represent
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their identities. Orthodox rabbis sermonize occasionally on the Talmudic refer-
ence to ‘make a beautiful sukkah in His honour’ (Shabbat 133b) based on the
Biblical verse ‘This is my God and I will adorn Him’ (Exodus 15: 2). In a separate
section entitled ‘Sukkah’, the Talmud describes the possibility of decorating with
embroidered sheets, hung nuts, almonds, peaches, pomegranates, grapes, corn,
wine, oil and fine flour. In the United States, apples, found in abundance in the
north-east during the season, are common along with other harvest decorations
of gourds, cranberries and dried corn. The interior commonly holds a small table
and chairs for eating in close quarters. Parents invite children to help decorate the
interior with paper chains and garlands, pictures, sticks and crafted decorations.
Sometimes Jewish New Year cards are hung to remind visitors of the previous
High Holy Days. Sephardic Jews from Arab countries often hang tapestries.
Fruits, nuts and boughs of evergreen often hang from the roof covering.
Importance is placed on the activity of decoration, since it engages participants in
the process of belonging to the Jewish tradition.

Sukkot stands alone for Jews in late September or early October,
whereas Hanukkah, a minor holiday, has grown in observance because of its
timing around Christmas. Thus Jews are more aware than gentiles whether one
celebrates Sukkot. The issue of following tradition, and maintaining a Jewish
identity, frequently is between ‘assimilated Jews’ and ‘traditional Jews’. Even as
demographic studies show that the number of assimilated Jews who have largely
abandoned observances of Sukkot has grown, they also reveal a concomitant
increase in the number of orthodox or traditional Jews (Goldstein 1992; Mayer,
Kosmin and Keysar 2003).

Although commonly described as serving the function of thanksgiving
and reminder of the exodus experience, the construction of sukkot in the US
stands more immediately to affirm the ties to tradition itself. In the perception of
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Jews, the building is a primary statement of the resident’s fidelity to tradition. As
a result of a dramatic rise of inter-marriage, secularization, geographic dispersal
and suburbanization in the late twentieth century, American Jews are well aware
of divisions concerning the importance of following religious tradition and living 
in a Jewish community to maintain Jewish identity. In an effort to bolster the
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holiday, many synagogues and Jewish community centres have offered assist-
ance with construction ‘kits’ for the sukkot and organized children’s programs in
large community sukkot. Yeshivas often take time to train children in the idea 
of building sukkot by involving them in a craft activity creating small booths out of
popsicle sticks and decorating community sukkot.

Building the sukkah in twenty-first-century America has become a
chosen signal of involvement. It pronounces the continuity of family ties and 
the proximity of Jews to one another in the conceptualization of Jewish identity.
It states that the family is a key to Jewish continuity in the process of enacting
tradition: manually building a primitive structure that stands out in modern 
suburbia, in willing to work for it and in labouring together rather than individually.
In dining outside, often in the cold, the family is stepping out of the comfort 
of modernity and engaging tradition as vital to their lives. Yet the flexibility of
changes to the materials, allowing for modern conveniences of tarp and electric
lights, provides integration with the times. Apart from the synagogues, families
who elect to build and gather in the sukkah as their mode of ‘dwelling’ are willing
to be noticed.

Whereas Jews, at 2 per cent of the population of the US, are con-
cerned about the decline of not only their numbers, but also their fidelity to tradi-
tion, the Amish are experiencing growth. Nonetheless, leaders of both groups
express concerns for the effects of dispersal and the impact of mass society 
on their sense of community. Amish barn-raisings today are primary signals of
Amish community identity, concentrated in places such as Lancaster County,
Pennsylvania; Holmes County, Ohio; and Elkhart County, Indiana. In the three 
contiguous states, moving from east to west, of Pennsylvania, Ohio and Indiana,
the Amish account for around 180,000 individuals, divided into 907 small 
districts; about 80,000 more are spread out in settlements through the US 
and Canada, mostly in the Midwest, Upland South, New York and Ontario. The
large number of districts insures that the number of members of any community
is small, thus encouraging face-to-face interaction in a limited locale. In addition
to differences in dress, transportation, language and religion between them 
and their neighbours, the Amish are also distinguished by their commitment 
to agriculture. In Lancaster County, 44 per cent of Amish adults are employed 
in farming whereas only 4 per cent of their non-Amish neighbours are (Kraybill
2001: 81).

Once a common American agricultural practice, barn-raising has 
been appropriated by the Amish as a special social tradition. Barns throughout
nineteenth-century America grew in size as well as importance for the farm, and
a social response to meet the challenge of building a large barn was to turn the
task of construction into a community event. As American settlements expanded
westward through the nineteenth century, the barn in America as a large impos-
ing structure often dwarfing the farmhouse became symbolized as a sign of
growth and abundance on the American landscape and the accessibility of indi-
vidual property (Hubka 1994; Vlach 2003: 1–22). American barns grew in
dimensions through the nineteenth century and in Pennsylvania, barns fusing the
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styles of German bank barns and English entrances on the non-gable end
emerged as an expandable hybrid form often called the Pennsylvania barn (see
Ensminger 1992; see also Hubka 1994). It featured at least two levels, one below
the bank, often to house animals, and one above for storage of grains and
vehicles. The tradition of building these large structures could not be perpetuated,
however, without substantial use of labour. Many travellers’ accounts of the
Amish remarked on the palatial dimensions and finish of the barn compared to 
the simple house (Smith 1960: 263).

The American vernacular term ‘raising’ referred to the task of lifting
into place erect ‘bents’ or large vertical frames that formed the skeleton of the
barn and connect them with cross-girts (Mathews 1966). The task of raising, the
visually exciting highlight of barn building, took many men working co-operatively
and using ropes and poles (or ‘pikes’) to erect the heavy wooden bents (Price and
Walters 1989). The expectation arose that the community created a festive family
atmosphere around the labour-intensive event. Sources can be found for this kind
of festival in medieval England and continental Europe, but evidence suggests 
its association with pre-industrial America because of the increased frequency of
barn building on individual farms (see Glassie 1974).

The introduction of individual fire and disaster insurance plans, growth
of agri-business, introduction of mechanical devices for raising bents, use of
lighter pre-sawn timbers, and professionalization of farm construction in the
twentieth century resulted in the decline of barn-raisings as festive communal
events. The tradition of barn-raising no longer became necessary because
farmers did not need the community for their success or in the event of a disaster,
recovery. The farmer, increasingly centred on monetary capital, was not rewarded
for providing social capital. The application of technology, and the reliance on
professional specialists and services, allowed for more individualism. Among
agrarian groups holding on to values of mutual aid such as the Amish and Old
Order Mennonites, however, barn-raisings became increasingly important to
maintain connection in their communities. They encouraged residents to remain
close to one another to take advantage of the labour required for complex tasks
such as building the barn. Social capital became even more important to the
Amish as modernization brought intrusions of highways and technology between
them and their neighbours.

The Amish share with their non-Amish farming neighbours the feature
of individual ownership; they are not a communal sect that share property among
its members like the Hutterites. But barns carried community functions that dis-
tinguish the group from their nineteenth-century English neighbours and help the
barn-raisings persist, even as the number of Amish involved in agriculture
declines (see Kraybill 2001). Ethnographies of Amish societies showed that the
barn was important not only because of its function for farming activity, but also
as space for religious services. The Amish do not have churches; instead they 
use members’ barns for services. The religious connection of the barn-raising
goes beyond space for services, because the idea of mutual aid is considered a
spiritual value of Bruderschaft or brotherhood. It is coupled with the spiritual value
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of manual labour and staying close to the land. The barn-raising is an especially
dramatic reminder of everyone in the community involved in handwork. Although
the barn-raising is an especially visible example, many activities in Amish life
follow this principle, including community care for the sick and aged, help with
moving, relief after a flood or drought, and benefit auctions to help families struck
with excessive medical bills or injuries. Several analysts of Amish traditions
understand the provision of security by the community in exchange for maintain-
ing separation from the world, and it may well be a contributing factor to the high
retention rate of young Amish into the church as adults. John Hostetler in his
classic sociological study Amish Society reflected:

Security is therefore assured to the Amish individual by the concern of
the whole community. If a member is sick, in distress, or is incapaci-
tated, the community knows about it. While the Scriptures admonish
the believer to do good to all men, the Amish are especially serious
about the advice with respect to their own ‘household of faith’.

(Hostetler 1963: 146)

Especially important is that the raising became part of a system of 
disaster insurance for a group dependent on mutual aid rather than worldly pro-
fessional services. The Amish believe that church members should be
accountable to and responsible for each other, and therefore commercial insur-
ance would undercut aid within the community (Kraybill 2001: 155). After a fire,
the community pitches in by restoring the barn or raising a new one. Continuing
features of a communal meal, visual excitement for spectators, and festive
atmosphere, the Amish barn-raising is a productive integration of pleasure and
labour serving the needs, and underscoring the importance, of the community. In
sum, the barn-raising is the most dramatic example of ‘social capital’ among the
Amish, which includes face-to-face relationships, extended family, and long-
standing traditions and rituals that support them (see Kraybill 2001: 142–60; see
also Putnam 2000: 234–5).

Some Amish old-timers note the change in tradition from their time to
the present toleration of drink-coolers, electric drills and commercial portable
toilets at the barn-raisings, but the process of brotherhood in the large use of
labour to build the symbolic working barn remains and will likely continue. John
Hostetler, an analyst who grew up in the Amish church, emphasizes: ‘Tradition
and experience tend to become highly symbolic in structural acts such as a
shared style of dress, language, limited education, and mutual-aid practices.’ The
Amish, he reports, are successful in staying bound by tradition because they have
maintained ‘substitutionary forms of intense sharing but also by meeting the
social needs of the individual’ (Hostetler 1963: 147). Symbols such as the Amish
barn-raising expresses the group’s social unity in material form. In Hostetler’s
phrase, ‘it clarifies the sentiment a society has of itself’ (ibid.).

It is a sign of individualistic modernity and mass industrialization that
‘traditional’ vernacular structures such as the human-built sukkah and the Amish
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barn have drawn attention to themselves because they stand out with their 
references to the social integration of a community. As a result, in modern jour-
nalistic accounts, they are often referred to as ‘art’ with its implication of being
uncommon, even exceptional, rather than a craft of everyday living (see Ames
1977). While apparently elevating the status of these traditions, it also implies cul-
tural weakening. Although some critics such as Kosta Mihailović claim that ‘the
abandonment of traditional production and the traditional way of life is an unavoid-
able consequence of industrialization and urbanization’, the above examples also
show that modernization can also result in revitalization of traditions as a
response to maintain community and identity (Mihailović 1989: 36). This revital-
ization raises the question, however, of how conspicuous emergent traditions of
homemade built environments, often categorized as vernacular, folk, outsider,
informal or grassroots art comment directly on modernization by the use of manu-
factured materials in striking assemblages (Blasdel 1968; Cardinal 1972; Walker
Art Center 1974; Wampler 1976; Rosen 1979; Ward 1984; Santino 1986; Manley
1989; Brackman and Dwigans 1999). Unlike the sukkah and Amish barn, the
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assemblages are not connected to ethnic and religious roots as much as an
approach to the built environment that may have class or occupational connec-
tions and a cultural stance of resistance to modern commercial culture. Many
vernacular architecture scholars might dismiss the structures as idiosyncratic,
marked more by individual oddity than vernacular criteria of a common parlance
rooted in place and community (see Marshall 1982; Vlach 1985; Vlach 1986). In
another sense, however, as a hand-built environment tolerated within certain
locales, are they a sign of the future of the vernacular in complex, industrialized
societies?

In Houston, Texas, for example, hand-built environments enjoy special
status because of a lack of zoning ordinances. In fact, Houston, partly as a result of
its nineteenth-century heritage of an open western frontier inviting to new 
settlement, is the largest city in the world without zoning restrictions. Its climate is
fairly temperate the year round, and usually enables builders to work continuously
outdoors. Journalist Michael Ennis refers to ‘a state of mind peculiar to Houston’
based on the lack of a tie to one culture. He explains it as a distinct local recipe:

Take a pungent mix of Latino, African American, and Cajun influences,
combine with a surprisingly resilient blue-collar ethic, wildcatter indi-
vidualism, and Southern eccentricity, and stir it all up with Houston’s
storied absence of zoning regulations; the recipe has encouraged 
exuberant public displays of art rarely seen elsewhere. The tradition is
a living one . . .

(Ennis 2002: emphasis added)
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The reference to tradition as living suggests that there is social toleration for
creating the environments and a continued adaptation of practices and forms as
builders become aware of one another’s work. The process of building homemade
environments makes a statement about vernacular production in an industrialized
society: in the absence of natural resources, makers employ a type of assemblage
and bricolage, whereby the materials of construction are often manufactured
objects which are altered, assembled and arranged, so that their original functions
are transformed. One can see many examples of this transformation on front
yards where tyres, rain gutters and milk cans become planters and mailbox sup-
ports (Nicolaisen 1979; Abernethy 1985; Sewell and Linck, Jr 1985; Bronner
1986b; Sheehy 1998), and in urban settings, where the sidewalk is appropriated
for recreational or even religious purposes with recycled furnishings and equip-
ment (Bronner 1985; Sciorra 1989). In the form of the house, the boldest and most
total change of the environment, layers may be added by the bricoleur so as to
essentially refabricate the structure (Bronner 1986a). The items may not only be
significant to the bricoleurs because of their material, colours, and shapes in an
overall design, but also because they represent the transformation of the process
of disposing (and obsolescence) intrinsic to commercial culture into a cultural
ecology associated with folk cultural use of local resources.
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The tradition often referred to in this process is one of recycling, akin,
some critics observe, to the ecological value in many folk cultures on avoiding
excess and waste in the relation of the built environment to nature (Ferris 1974;
Greenfield 1986). The transformation of dwelling in these producer cultures
occurs from the natural resources in the environment; the argument is that this
kind of ecology is still taking place in a consumer society, but the resources are
manufactured. Fieldworkers find use of old bathtubs for Madonna shrines, bleach
bottles for weathervanes, soda bottles for tree structures, egg crates for herb
planters and mailbox supports from welded chains, and interpret them as either
replacement for unavailable natural resources in an urbanizing society and an
answer to standardization, specialization and disposability of labour and technol-
ogy (Jencks and Silver 1972; Greenfield 1986). Analysts often find in the bricolage
structures an artistic outlet for a need to create by hand out of an urge to express
a rooted identity in a mass society (Bronner 1986a; Jones 1987; Jones 1995;
Sheehy 1998; Jones 2001). Others viewing consumerism as a middle-class
movement, sometimes comment on lower- or working-class provision of their
needs in emergent forms of industrial folk crafts since natural resources are
denied them (Dewhurst 1984; Lockwood 1984). Some studies of the makeshift
structures of the homeless, apparently following patterns learned from one
another, comment on refabrication of discarded cardboard boxes, corrugated tin,
vinyl tarp and plastic milk crates (Daniels 1981). It can also be occupational, as in
the notable architectural example of small buildings made out of sewer tiles
drawn from a conduit factory (Dewhurst and MacDowell 1983; Dewhurst 1986).

Instead of the outsider, naive or visionary label for such personal
environments, Michael Owen Jones urges vernacular art and architecture stu-
dents to understand the continuities and consistencies in material behaviour
(Jones 1993; Jones 1994). This approach is a move away from the insistence on
a social community for the understanding of tradition, but it nonetheless focuses
on the formation of identity and the creative enactment of perceived tradition
(Vlach 1985). Instead of displacing tradition as an explanatory tool, this approach
can emphasize the ways that individuals consciously shape their own ‘traditions’
in the sense of their repeated practices that express their values and identities.

The Houston dwelling known as the ‘Beer Can House’ raises espe-
cially provocative questions about material behaviour. Covered in decorations
crafted from thousands of beer cans, it appears at first glance to have little prece-
dent as a form, but the process of folk recycling that informed its construction is
familiar. Its maker, John M. Milkovisch (1912–88), a Houston native, when asked
why he used the cans as his building material, remarked: ‘I hate to throw anything
away’ (Lomax 1985: 19). The beer cans he used to create curtains, fences, wind-
mills and windchimes were ones that he and his wife drank. The result, however,
is not an advertisement for commercial labels, because it is only on close inspec-
tion that one realizes the source of the metal shell for the house. Milkovisch had
been in the habit of saving cans in an act of folk recycling before he got the idea
of decorating his house with them. His recycling anticipated some home use for
them, and neighbours engaged in similar behaviours such as saving egg crates
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(planters and jewellery holders), cheese containers (reused as food storage),
bleach bottles (liquid storage and scoops), baby food jars (storing nails and small
items) and bread wrappers (bags and even tied into rugs). Although the house
extended the ‘home’ use of recycled materials, it did have a relation to house
structures familiar in the west using recycled materials, including houses made
during the twentieth century of hay bales, railroad ties and stovewood (Welsch
1970; Welsch 1976; Tishler 1982; Graham 1989). Indeed, Milkovisch was aware
of a number of houses using recycled bottles for a building material or decoration
(McCoy 1974; see also Greenfield 1986: 55–90; Seltzer 2000; Rzadkiewicz and
Young 2003). His first decorating of his property, in fact, was with glass marbles
and parts of bottles before turning to his beer cans.

Milkovisch sliced off the tops and bottoms and split the seams of the
cans with homemade tools. He bundled stacks of fifty flattened cans and filled his
attic and garage with them. His occupation was an upholsterer for the Southern
Pacific Railroad, but like many working-class residents, he engaged in various
handwork hobbies such as woodworking and home maintenance. He lived in the
house with his wife Mary Hite, who he married in 1940. The house had belonged
to his parents and he bought the modest frame home in 1942. It was not unusual
in the neighbourhood for men to build their own patios and loan each other
material. As he described the evolution of the project, he began in 1968 with the
objective of building a patio and driveway in concrete. Looking to enhance the
structure, he used marbles and other small objects such as broken glass, tiles and
old keys to decorate the patio in the back yard. As he worked on his project he
drank beer and continued to stack the cans he had been saving for about seven-
teen years. He loathed the constant routine of cutting the grass and decided to
pave over his front lawn in concrete as well. Not satisfied with the appearance of
the plain cemented ground, he pressed more marbles, tiles and keys into the wet
concrete. This made his bricolage more public, and he received compliments on
his design and even contributions of cans from neighbours.

Positively reinforced in his decorative use of recycled materials,
Milkovisch remembered the stacks of flattened cans in the garage. He first hung
them as streamers in trees that reflected light much as commercial windchimes
he had seen in other yards. Looking to frame the open driveway, he built an arch
over the driveway with unflattened cans. Enthused by the malleability of the cans
as a construction and decorative material, he applied them to the house itself as a
substitute for repainting, creating a ribbon of silver metal around the bottom of the
house. Then he kept going, since there seemed to be an inconsistency in his view
between the old siding and the cans he was applying. This gave him ideas about
the possibilities of the transformation, and he hung streams of cans from the
eaves to create a curtain effect as a second layer over the siding; then he made
window shades out of them. According to his supportive wife: ‘Finally he did it all
before I knew what was going on.’ Respecting the outside as his work sphere, his
wife Mary did not allow him to apply his can decorations on the house’s interior.

He added assemblages that helped explain some of his values to
curious passers-by. One striking sculpture in the garden is a ‘ladder of success’,
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which he completed after the house was done. As John explained to an inter-
viewer: ‘Painted one rung black because most people don’t make it. They say
every man should always leave something to be remembered by. At least I
accomplished that goal’ (Lomax 1985: 21). John appreciated being recognized for
the skill and creativity that went into the house, but became irritated at inter-
viewers from the media who questioned his drinking or the idiosyncrasy of the
house (ibid: 17). To be sure, he wanted to be noticed, but declined to call it art. In
his mind, it was his home project after years of unnoticed labour (he refused to
upholster at home upon retirement), that gave him and his family satisfaction
from the use of productive handwork with recycled materials. His locus was
familial and local, as he related with this anecdote:

Like I told one foreman over there at the railroad, he asked me where
was I going on my vacation. We could see downtown Houston from
that roundhouse. I says ‘You see them tall buildings up there?’ That
was uptown. ‘That’s where I’m going.’ He says, ‘That’s where you’re
going?’ I says, ‘yeah.’

(Lomax 1985: 20)

Milkovisch was less interested in the expectations of retirement as a
time for distant travel and exotic experience as he was in rooting himself as he
aged in the familiarity of place. The places he knew had changed dramatically in
the time he had been in Houston with high-rise development and urban sprawl,
and in addition to building, he would relate his memories of old Houston as a kind
of urban village, where neighbours related closely to one another. His building dis-
placed some personal concerns for his suddenly feeling ‘out of place’ by drawing
attention to the kinds of processes he had been familiar with as a long time
working-class resident.
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1.7
‘Beer Can House’
built by John M.
Milkovisch,
Houston, Texas,
2002.



John had passed his love of handiwork on to his sons Ronny and Guy,
and after he died, they maintained the house and the various structures on the
property for his wife who still lived in the house. They even added some fences
out of the cans that line one side of the property. Proud of carrying on John’s
work, in the 1990s they completed a television commercial in support of recycling
(Theis 1998). In November 2001, when Mary, who always expressed pride in the
structure, could no longer live without assistance, the Orange Show Foundation
(created in 1980 to preserve and promote Houston’s vernacular environments)
bought the property, with the idea of preserving the house for future generations.
The house is one of many that the Foundation features to showcase the working-
class creativity in the visible environments of Houston.

The use of cans to create structures is not unique in America. The
attraction of commercial cans as a building material is evident in other places such
as ‘Can City’ built by Joshua Samuel in Walterboro, South Carolina (Stanley 1984).
The cans are discarded quart oil cans collected by Samuel from gas stations.
What began as border trim for Samuel’s yard became decorations for trees, and
an assortment of rooms built of cans that runs a tenth of a mile long. They, like
many folk recyclers, began the endeavours as extensions of their vocations or
demonstrations of their hand skills, the work developed late in life when a form of
life review occurred and more leisure time became available. To be sure, one
often finds religious, visionary or moralistic reasons for the undertaking, and the
hope for inspiring others to create. The analysis of tradition in these environments
takes in the life story of the creator and the symbolism of the expressions. Unlike
the ideal of vernacular as the prevalent common expression of the people, most
of these folk recyclers are well aware that they stand apart in their elaborate
structure, although many interviews draw out their reference to grassroots skills
and processes that were, or should be, part of modern culture (Foster 1984).
Their recycling is familiar, although their forms may not be, and sometimes they
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1.8
Composition of
freestanding 
patio shelter with
bottles and inlaid
marbles built by
John Milkovisch,
Houston, c.1980.



even draw attention to the Biblical phrase of ‘silk purses from sows’ ears’ to add
spiritual force, and perhaps a communal allusion, to the constructions (Greenfield
1986). Their bricolage in its transformative powers exerts their control over the
very consumer objects they use as raw materials. The resulting construction
appears very human rather than industrial, and perhaps a reminder of a lost
vernacular.

Tradition as a model for action and commentary on control 
and authority
Often the inquiry about artistic structures centres on the individuals who created
them, but questions persist about the connections of the forms to place and
society, and in so doing raise issues of tradition as a model for action. The behav-
iours that generate various environments as grassroots, hand-built productions in
a consumer society invite analysis as a transition from the vernacular of Redfield’s
‘little community’ to the ‘mass society’ (Bronner 1986b). In the Midwest several
religious grottoes made from geodes by devoted Catholic priests suggest pat-
terns of tradition as well as individual motivations (Ohrn 1984; Niles 1997; Stone,
Zanzi and Iversen 1999; Brackman 1999); in Los Angeles, the Watts Towers left
by Simon Rodia appeared out of place, and without precedent or model, until the
connection to Rodia’s Italian background of processions with pyramidal Giglio was
understood (Posen, Sheldon and Ward 1985); on the Great Plains, gates of horse-
shoes and structures made from wagon wheels lead to discussions of grassroots
efforts to embellish the flat, dreary landscape (Abernethy 1985). I could go on, but
suffice is to say that tradition need not be anonymous.

The three examples of living traditions I have given at their surface
refer to the continuities they maintain, often with distinct challenges. The 
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1.9
Wall constructed
by Ronnie
Milkovisch, the
house builder’s
son, using
techniques he
learned from his
father of cutting
tops into different
shapes, arranging
bottles and
applying labels
during the 1980s.
The son creatively
added the use of
hanging tabs to
the tradition
learned from his
father.



continuity, as in the case of the Jewish sukkah builders is to an ancient place 
and form, and their construction has become increasingly symbolized as a revital-
ization of a community of faith. The instance of the Amish is also about
community strengthened by participation in the constructive act, but complicated
by the ambivalence toward an outside society which it seeks to distance from
them and at the same time upon which it relies for its prosperity. The continuity
for the grassroots environments is less to the forms they built than to the
processes and values that many of the builders considered displaced by con-
sumer society. All the examples remind us of the constant of change in any
tradition. Social discourse is rampant with the sukkah and the barn-raising on the
tools, materials, and significantly, on the changing functions of their traditions. For
the environments, the discourse of change is on the mass society that now views
out of place the act of building personal space. Whether the two millennia of the
sukkah, or the two generations of the beer can house, the builders had to take
into account the transmission of the skills and motivations for constructing the
structures, lest they became relics rather than continuing experiences or
customs.

Less obvious with the examples is the matter of control and authority
suggested by engaging tradition, especially in the US where there is imagined a
democratic belief in individual liberty, indeed of future orientation, rather than social
obligation and fidelity to the past (Bronner 2002a; Bronner 2002b). The examples
remind us of the negotiation inherent when traditions are enacted, including the
questions of who dictates how or which traditions will be followed, or sometimes
how traditions are discouraged and even proscribed by external forces (i.e. author-
ity), and how traditions are adapted and interpreted by their participants (i.e.
control). Concerns for maintaining vernacular building in the twenty-first century
expressed by Paul Oliver and others as keys to the welfare of migratory and disas-
ter struck populations thus imply not only an accounting of what happens to the
forms left behind or swept away, but of what happens to the ideas of traditions
themselves. As Oliver has pointed out: ‘It’s not that the motivations and the skills
to build are wanting.’1

But one has to wonder whether new conditions allow for the dynam-
ics of tradition to operate adequately. ‘Much can be learned from traditional
builders, who willingly pass on their know-how and skills as they have in the past’,
Oliver admonishes, and it is well worth remembering that the physical as well as
political environment that supports the process of tradition may also be critical to
addressing the ‘massive problems of housing in the next century’ (Oliver 1999).
In so far as many crises of housing result from political campaigns against tradi-
tional ecologies, social structures and economies, as well as natural disasters and
wars, I would add that these problems are often cultural matters that entail the
way that people control, or are prevented from engaging, tradition into their lives.
Scholars may assist in responses to crises, then, by questioning in vernacular
architecture the tradition that encompasses, vitalises and lends meaning to
people. Maybe then we can not only see vernacular architecture for what it is, but
also grasp what it does.
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Note

1 In northern Niger among the Hausa, the branch and straw shelters built and used by women as
‘sleeping huts’ and for storage of their possessions were crucial to the social traditions of rural
settlements. But the structures were becoming hard to build because the droughts made
branches scarce. European advisers who did not have a comparable tradition considered them
extraneous, since a family structure already existed, but after consulting native officials realized
that despite their concerns for the practicality of the separate buildings strewn around the settle-
ment, the culture considered them essential because they represented social traditions that
maintained the culture. Engineers proposed thin-walled domed structures as replacements and
the use of woodless construction such as earthen bricks. The replacement of materials was met
with approval because the wood was less crucial to the ritual uses of the structure than the exist-
ence of the structure itself. An impressive number of traditional builders, both women and men,
were trained in how to adapt their traditional structures to earth brick material. Paul Oliver (1999)
cites this instance as a prime example of understanding cultural concerns in disaster relief in his
essay on vernacular architecture in the twenty-first century. See also Norton (1997). It should be
noted that not all groups were able to maintain their traditions in the face of desertification.
Reliant on reeds for creating their temporary huts, the Nama in Namibia, for example, have aban-
doned their nomadic lifestyle. Corrugated iron and western furniture have encouraged a
rectangular hut with monopitched roof (see Peters 1997).
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